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Finding the Right Proverb
Not all sayings are good to live by

You probably have a friend, or 
have known someone in the 

past, who has a proverb for just about 
everything.  Some proverbs make 
good sense: “Strike while the iron’s 
hot;” “Look before you leap;” “A 
stitch in time saves nine.”  But some 
others really need a second look.  
“Nature hates a vacuum;” “Silence is 
golden;” “Always darkest just before 
the dawn,” to name a few.

When you’re looking for proverbs 
to live by, you really need to be choosy.  
“Actions speak louder than words;” 
“Do unto others as you would have 
them do unto you;” “Don’t put all 
your eggs in one basket.”  These and 
a handful of others seem to be good 
advice.

You may be familiar with some 
of the proverbs Jesus spoke when He 
was here: “Blessed are the merciful;” 
“Blessed are the peacemakers;” “An 
eye for an eye;” “Go the second 
mile.”  People are often surprised to 
learn that Jesus was also familiar with 
the proverbs of Aesop, and quoted 
him in Luke 4:23: “Ye will surely say 
unto me this proverb, Physician, heal 
thyself,” referring to Aesop’s “Quack 
Frog.”

It’s very likely that you have 
adopted some proverb, or motto, 
that guides your life and work.  “I’ll 
believe it when I see it;” “Put your 
money where your mouth is;” “Put 
up or shut up;” “Better late than 
never.”  And, of course, it’s difficult 
not to apply some of this worldly 
wisdom from time to time.

There comes a moment to a man 
or a woman when the realization 
sets in that what God says is best  
is best.  God says He loves us.  He 
says He wants us to be where He is.  
He sent His Son to live and to die in 
our place.  Jesus is preparing a place 
for us in His Father’s house.  And the 
ultimate reality—He is coming back 
to take us to a place where there is 
insufficient language to describe the 
joy and glory.  Our responsibility?  
To share these realities with others, 
so that they, too, might learn to serve 
and worship the Living God, and 
spend an eternity with Him.

The writer of the Ultimate Book 
of Proverbs had this to say: “Let us 
hear the conclusion of the whole 
matter: Fear God, and keep His 
commandments: for this is the whole 
duty of man.” (Ecclesiastes 12:13).  
Now that’s a Proverb you can put your 
whole weight on.  As is this thought: 
“Blessed are ye that sow beside all 
waters ....” (Isaiah 32:20).   “... The 
desert shall rejoice, and blossom as 
the rose.” (Isaiah 35:1).  Not only the 
fertile plain, but the desert also will 
blossom, because seed has been sown 
there; wind and creature have carried 
precious seed to this once unlikely 
desolate plain, and nature has taken 
its course.  Nature will always take its 
course—when necessary. 

There’s a time and a place for a 
vacuum, and nature will leave that 
alone—count on it.  It is never 
darkest just before the dawn; all 
things being equal, it is always darkest Your Mission World Family

at midnight, when the sun is farthest 
from sundown and sunup.  Silence is 
sometimes golden, but not always; 
sometimes silence is dangerous.

For this New Year, 2019, can our 
motto be to be more critical of the 
things we believe and of the things we 
say?  Can we forget some of the past, 
if possible, and keep going forward?  
When we get weary, can we lean on 
He Who has room in His yoke for 
two?  Can we be busy about the work 
of sowing seed?  Here in the office 
of Mission World our concern is 
always about the seed we print and 
the sowers we support.  The need of 
the Gospel is a worldwide need, and 
its seed seeks out a place to nestle and 
be nurtured.  Be brave.  Be strong.  
Our Father knows where we are and 
He knows our name; in that we may 
safely trust.  The seed we have sown 
and the seed we will sow has not been 
forgotten and will not escape the 
attention of our Father in Heaven.

Here at Mission World we talk 
about big numbers—the worldwide 
needs are so large.  We talk about 
millions of publications into the 
homes across America and around 
the world.  And while we talk about 
those big numbers, we are also 
busy about putting almost 200,000 
pieces of literature into Cuba; tens 
of thousands of books into Canada, 
into the prison system, and scattered 
across America.  And all with your 
help.  Thank you and God bless you.

Keep it up!



Inspiration Books East

Books to Read and Share

Two
Great

Covers

One
Powerful

Book

America in Prophecy
Will America Survive?

Many believe America has reached, perhaps 
surpassed, the zenith of her greatness—that she is 
destined to become a second-rate world power.  Here 
are fascinating predictions about America and what 
the future may hold.  AP also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $7.95
11-39 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (40 @ $1.10 each) – $44

Finding Peace Within
– A book for people in need…
Thousands seek relief from today’s 
fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling 
effects of job-related stress and 
strained family relationships.  This 
inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers 
lasting solutions that really work.
FPW also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $4.95
11-71 copies – $2 each

1 case (72 @ .61¢ each) – $44

Hidden Treasures
– Stories from the Master Storyteller
Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost 
coins and treasure hidden in a field 
were recounted with such mystery 
and passion that the educated as well 
as the common people were drawn 
to Christ.  Priceless reading.

Single copy – $4.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

Health and Happiness
– Live Longer!  Live Healthier!
The medical and scientific worlds 
are rediscovering the Bible’s uncanny 
rules for good health.  Ancient laws 
governing physical and mental 
health are today being confirmed. 
Natural remedies, faith and healing, 
diet and foods, and more…

Single copy – $7.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

The Perfect Storm is Coming!
War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—
Is America Headed for Armageddon?
Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle 
between the powers of good and evil.  From the birth 
of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across 
centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of 
absolute peace in an earth made new.  Compelling excerpts 
from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Illumination guaranteed!

Currently available in English and Spanish.
Single copy – $2

11-99 copies – $1 each
1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

Special pricing on all books on this page:
Buy 10 cases of any title (any mix), 

get $4 off per case! Postpaid!

What’s Behind the New World Order?
This enlightening and provocative 80-page publication 
reveals the hidden agenda behind the New World Order 
and the Ecumenical Movement—topics that almost 
no one dares to discuss.  Dynamic excerpts from 10 
chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each

1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

Who are the Angels?
Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual 
and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels?  
Though often depicted as good, angels do not always 
dispense blessings.  Excerpts from 10 chapters of  
America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each

1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48

Who are the Angels? also available in 
Spanish ¿Quienes son los Ángeles?

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each

1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48
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